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Abstract: In this paper, we present an explicit partial upwind difference scheme for the problem: u, - du,, + f( u)), + 
g(x, u) = 0, d > 0, 0 G x < 1, t 2 0, with u(x, 0), ~(0, t) and ~(1, r) all prescribed. Formulas for the upwind factors 
are provided. We use the method of lower and upper solutions and the theory of M-matrices. The present method is 
more accurate and allows larger time steps than the corresponding one-sided method. We obtain the order of 
convergence for our scheme. We also prove the convergence of the time evolving solutions to the unique steady-state 
solution as the time approaches infinity. The method can be generalized to multi-dimensional analogues. To support 
the theory, numerical results are given. 
Keywordr: Lower and upper solutions, M-matrix, difference approximation, partial upwind factors, centered form, 
upwind form, explicit method, error bound. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the model nonlinear transport equation 
u, - d%, + (f(4), + g(-? 4 = 0 (1.1) 
with the boundary conditions 
40, t) = 4), U(l, t)=b,, t>O (1 .la) 
and the initial condition 
U(X, 0) = z&), 0 <x < 1, (1 .lb) 
where d, the diffusion coefficient, is positive. We do not put any restrictions on the number of 
zeros of f’(u), that is, the problem can have an arbitrary number of turning points. In many 
diffusion processes arising in physical problems, essentially the transport term plays the domi- 
nant role. In these cases, it is known that the centered differencing of the first order term in 
space variable gives rise to oscillatory solutions at reasonable grid sizes. One-sided or “upwind’ 
schemes such as Godunov [2] or Osher [5] ( conservation-form approximation of (f( u)),) can 
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give oscillation free solutions. However, in general, one-sided (full “upwind”) schemes introduce 
large amounts of artificial diffusions in contrast to the centered schemes. In this paper, we 
present a weighted difference scheme which is a generalization of the Osher scheme [5]. This 
provides a balance between the one-sided form and the centered form for the transport term. 
Analogous to centered difference schemes, standard Gale&in finite element methods for first 
order term dominant equations result in oscillatory solutions unless the mesh size is excessively 
small. To avoid oscillations and compute accurate solutions, Petrov-Galerkin finite element 
methods had been developed in [lo] for linear convection-diffusion equations. The 
Petrov-Gale&in methods employ different test and trial functions. Details can be found in [lo]. 
For two-dimensional linear equations of type (l.l), several upwind finite element schemes which 
give discrete mass-conservative solutions were presented in [ll]. We refer the reader, for example, 
to [12] for similar studies in the purely hyperbolic case (u, + (f(u)), = 0). 
In this paper we used the standard backward differencing for the approximation of au/at. 
For a grid size h and time step At, at t n = n At, we obtain the error estimate 
J ,,j u(x, t”) - uh(x, t”) 1 dx < O(ah) + O(h* + At), 
where u is the continuous solution of (1.1) and uh is the piecewise linear continuous extension of 
the approximate solution at the grid points; (Y = max( ai, 1 a2 I) and CY~ and a2 are weights, 
0 < (pi, I a2 I < 1, given by the formulas (Section 2). Thus, if the grid size h is adjusted 
(depending on f) so that the weights are close to zero then one gets better accuracy. The choice 
(Y = 0 leads to the centered scheme for which the accuracy is second order in space. We also 
prove the convergence of the time dependent solutions to the steady-state solution. For the 
numerical solution of the steady-state problem (nondivergence form) in which the first order 
term depends both on x and u, a direct scheme (not time evolving) is given in [6]. 
An outline of this paper is as follows. We study an explicit method. In Section 2, we present 
the difference approximation of (1.1) and Section 3 contains the main results. Numerical 
example is given in Section 4. 
2. Difference approximation 
We set up a grid: xi = ih, h = Ax, with (N + 1) h = 1. Unless otherwise stated, in what follows, 
we assume that i E (1, 2,. . . , IV}. Let ~7 = u(xi, t”), where t” = nAt, n = 1, 2,. . . . (The time 
step can be a variable one; however, for notational convenience we treat a constant time step.) 
Define the difference operators 
D+u, = ui+l - ui and D-u, = ui - ui_i. 
At the (i, n)th grid, let 
du,, = d(D+D_ur)/h* and U, = (~7~’ - Uy)/At. 
For notational simplicity, we often delete the superscript n in MY. Let 
f:(~)=max(f’(u),O) and fL=f’--f:. 
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The transport term is approximated at the (i, n)th grid as 
+ (l +a*) us 
2 I (2.1) U,Pl 
f:(s) ds + (’ ;a2) C’+‘,:(S) da/. 
where czi and 0~~ are constants such that 0 < 0~~ d 1 and - 1 d CY~ < 0. Formulas for the selection 
of (pi and (Ye will be given later. Notice that 1yi = 1 and (Ye = - 1 lead to the Osher’s full upwind 
form [5] and the case (or = 0 and (Y* = 0 corresponds to the centered form. We refer to the 
right-hand side of (2.1) as (l/h)a(ui_i, u,, u,+i) and X = At/h. 
Denote 
F(“i-i> ‘i> U,+l ) = Atg(xi, ui) + h ~(u;-r, ~1, ‘,+I ) - ;o,o_zAi). 
The resulting explicit difference approximation of (1.1) is 
.:+l = 24; - P(u;_,, u:, u;+i , > n 2 0, 
with the boundary conditions 
uo”=bo, u;+1= 1, b n>O 
and initial condition 
u; = 24”(X;). 
The difference equation for the corresponding steady-state problem is 
F(“j-iY ‘i7 u,+i) =O 





3. Main results 
In this section, we prove the convergence of the time dependent solutions, generated by (2.2), 
to the solution of the steady-state problem (2.3). Uniqueness of the solution of (2.3) is 
established. Formulas for the weights CX~ and CQ are given. Order of the convergence of the 
approximate solution to the true solution is obtained for the problem (1.1). 
Let u=(u,), i=l,2 ,..., N. Then (2.2) is equivalent to the iterations 
u n+l = G(u”), llO= (up), n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , (3 *I) 
where the operator G is given by 
G(u) = u - S(u), 
and 
s,(u) =F(ui_i, uj, ui+l), ’ ~’ ~ N, 
with the boundary conditions (2.2a). The steady-state problem (2.3) is written as 
S( 24) = 0, u,,=b,,, uiv+1= 1’ b 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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We next construct lower and upper bounds for the solutions of (3.1) and (3.3). Corresponding 
to the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous problems, we have two cases. 
Case 1: g(x, 0) = 0 and gU(x, U) > 0, (3.4a) 
Case2: g(x,O)#O and gU(x, u)&S>O, (3.4b) 
for all x E (0, 1) and u E R. Let 
and 
_u = mm {u’(x), bo, b,, 0, -g(x, O)P} 
O~X~l 
(3Sa) 
ii = max {u’(x), b,, b,, 0, -g(x, 0)/a}. 
O=sx<l 
(3.5b) 
Remark 3.1. In Case 1, since _u and U are independent of 6, it is enough to assume gU(x, U) >, 0 
for all u E [_u, U] and x E (0, 1). 
We choose the weights 0~~ and (Ye in the approximation of the transport term (2.1) as follows. 
We assume that f is a smooth function so that f’(u) is bounded in [ _u, U]. Let 
(pi = max{O, 1 - 2d/ha+}, a2 = min{O, -1+ 2d/ha_}, (3-b) 
where 
a+>max{ ]f;(~)l: _u<uGU}. 
Remark 3.2. If g, > 0 then the inequality in (3.7) is taken as a strict inequality. 
(3.7) 
If necessary, we treat the constants _u and U as vectors in which all the components are equal. 
For vectors, the inequalities are understood componentwise. The following lemma shows that _u 
and U are lower and upper solutions of (3.3), respectively. 
Lemma 3.1. The inequalities 
S(_u)<O and S(ii)~O 
are true in both the cases (3.4). 
Proof. Let us first consider Case 1. For 1 < i -C N, we have 
S;(U) =F(Ei-19 !.!;Y !!;+I) 
= At g(xi, _ui) <At g(xi, 0) = 0. 
It follows, after some computations, that 
G)=Atg(x> _ul)+X d(ut-bo)/h+ 
(1+a,) !-Q 
2 j--f:(s)d~ 
+ (’ ;a2) [f:(s) ds] 
dtg(q,O)+X 
(1+a,) X1 
&--bo)/h+ 2 j--f:(+~ 
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By assumption, g(x,, 0) = 0. Further, since 
0 + a21 b. I 
2 / 
-u, f-(s) ds < (1 ;a2) a_@,, - _u,), 
where a_ is given in (3.7), and from (3.6) 
d (l+a2)a_>0 -- 
h 2 ” 
we obtain that 
S,(E) < 0. 
Similarly, we have 
(1-q) bl 
+4v--b&h+ 2 j- f:(s)ds 
!!N 
<Afg(X,,O)+h (1 - 4 d(i!N-bl)/h+ 2 
As before, since 
(1-d h, 
2 J J+(s) ds G (’ ; a1) a+& - _u,), 
where a+ is given in (3.7), and from (3.6), 
d/h - (’ - a’) a > 0 
2 +’ ) 
we conclude that 
S,(g) < 0. 
Hence, it is proved that S(u) < 0. Following similar lines, one can get that S(U) >, 0. In Case 2 
also, the proof essentially follows the same arguments. The change needed is only in the 
inequalities concerning the nonlinear source function g. In this case, instead of the inequalities 
g(x, _u) < g(x, 0) and g(x, z) 2 g(x, O), 
we employ 
g(x, _u) < g(x, 0) + S_u and g(x, E) > g(x, 0) + 6;. 
The latter inequalities follow from an application of the mean value theorem. Notice also from 
(3.5) that, 
g(x,O)+S_u<O and g(x,O)+SU>O. 
Now the proof is complete. 0 
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Throughout this paper, we require the C.F.L. condition 
I-Atg,(x, u)>A(alf’(u)/+2d/h) (3.8) 
for u E [_u, U], where (Y = max(a,, 1 a2 I). 
Remark 3.3. If the one-sided upwind form, Osher [5], is used, that is if (or = 1 and (Ye = - 1, then 
the stability condition becomes 
I- At g&, u> a A( I f’(u) I +Wh), 
which coincides with the C.F.L. condition in [5]. (Strict inequality is assumed in [5]; however, 
computationally the difference is not significant.) Notice that (3.8) allows larger time steps if (Y, 
and (Y* are close to zero. 
For a matrix P = (p,,) E L(WN), we say that P >, 0 if and only if pij > 0 for all i, j. 
Lemma 3.2. G’(z) >, 0 for every z E [ _u, ii]. 
Proof. Fix z E [u, U] and let G’(z) = ( qii). Now from (3.2) it follows that 
qii = 1 - At gU(xi, zi) - X 
+ (l ;a+:(z;) - (l -2a+i(Zi) + 24 
= 1 - At gu(Xi, Zi) -X((~lf:(Zi) + (YZfL(Zi) + ‘d/h). 
It is clear from the C.F.L. condition that 
4ii 2 O> i=l,2 ,..., N. 
By direct computations we have, 
(3.9) 
4i,i-1 = ii 
i 
Cl yQ(Zi_J + (l ;a2)fl(zi_l) + d/hi, 
i = 2, 3,. . . , N; and 
4i,i+l = -A 
i 
(l ,“‘)f;(zi+,) + (l -$rr(Zi,,) -d/h), 
i= 1, 2,..., N - 1. We obtain from (3.6) that, 
2d/h>,(l+a,)Ifl(~~_~)I, i=l,2 ,..., N 
and 
2d/h > (1 - c~,)f~(z~+,), 1 = 1, 2 ,..., N- 1. 
Now applying (3.12) in (3.10) and (3.13) in (3.11) we conclude that, 
qi,;-1 2 0, i=2,3 ,*.., N 
and 
qi,i+l 2 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., N - 1. 
Further, qi,j = 0 if 1 i -j 1 > 1. Hence the lemma is proved. •i 
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Definition 3.1 [9]. A matrix P = ( pij) E L(R N, is said to be inverse positive if the inverse of P 
exists and P-’ 2 0. 
Theorem 3.1 [9]. Let P E L(LQ N, be an off-diagonally nonpositive matrix (i.e., pij < 0 for i # j). If 
there exists a vector v > 0 such that Pv > 0 and C$=, pljvj > 0 (i = 1, 2,. . . , N), then P is inverse 
positive. (P is an M-matrix.) 
Lemma 3.3. For euery z E [ _u, ii], I - G’(z) is inverse positiue. 
Proof. As in Lemma 3.2, fix z E [u, U] and let G’(z) = ( qij). Put 
B= (I- G’(z))=, B= (blj). 
We first prove that B is inverse positive. Using (3.9)-(3.11) from the proof of Lemma 3.2, we 
have 
bj,,=Atgu(xi, zi)+h(a,f:(zi)+a,fL(z,)+2d/h), i=l,2,...,N, 
bi,i+l = -h (’ ;a1) f;(zi) + (’ ;az)f:(zi) + d/h), i=1,2 ,..., N-l, 
and 
bi,i_r = ’ 
(1 - 4 
2 fl(‘i) + (’ ia” f’(zi) -d/h), i=2,3 ,.**, N. 
Further, 
bi,j=O if Ii-j1 >l. 
It is clear that 
bi,i>O, i=l,2 ,..., N. 
One can see from the proof of the previous lemma that, 
bi,j<O for i#j. 
Moreover, for 1 < i < N, 
bi,i + bi,i_l + bi,i+l = Atgu(xi, zi) >, 0. 
Also, 
b,,, + b,,, = Atguh 4 + h (’ ;O1l) f:(zl) - (’ ia2) f:(zJ + d/h) > 0, 
since from (3.6) and Remark 3.2, 
d/h > c1 - %) 
2 fXz1). 
Also, (3.6) (with Remark 3.2) implies that 
d/h > (’ ;a2) 1 f’(z,) I. 
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we can verify that, 
b N,N-1 + bN,N ’ O. 
Proceeding similarly we obtain that, 
b,,j+b,,j_l>O fori=2,3 ,..., N-l. 
Thus, applying Theorem 3.1, it follows that B is inverse positive and so, 
(I- G’(z))-’ 2 0. 
This completes the proof. q 
The following theorem provides the necessary a priori estimates for the stability condition 
(3.8) and the convergence of the time dependent solutions to the steady-state solution. 
Theorem 3.2. The solution un of (3.1) satisfies _u < un < ii for all n >, 0. The sequence { u”} 
converges to the unique solution of the steady-state problem (3.3) in [ _u, ii]. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, it follows that G maps the interval [_u, U] into itself. So, since u(O) E [_u, U], 
UR E [_u, ti] 
for every n > 0. Existence of a solution u* in [_u, U] follows from the Brouwer fixed-point 
theorem and the uniqueness is obtained using Lemma 3.3. Since G is monotone, 
un E [ zj”, sq) _u”=G(_u”-‘)f and Z=G(Z-‘.)J, 
where _u” = _u and U” = U. Hence it follows that, 
lim un= lim U”= lim _u~=u*. 
n+oo n+oo “+a, 
The proof is now complete. •I 
Next we proceed to derive the error bound. 
Lemma 3.4. For every z E [_u, U], 
II G’(z) II 1 G 1. 
Proof. As in Lemma 3.3, fix z E [_u, U] and let 
P = G’(z)=, ‘= (Pij). 
Then, noting 
P=I- (I- G’(z))=, 
we obtain from. the proof of Lemma 3.3 that, 
Pi,i + Pi,i-1 + Pi,i+l = 1 - At gu(xi, zi), 
for 1 < i < N, 
pl,l+ ~1,2= 1 -At&,, zd 
(’ ia2) fl(zl) -d/h) 
(3.14) 
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and 
PN,N +PN,N-I = 1 - At gucxNy z~) 
f&,,) + Cl ;a2’f!(z,, + d/h). (3.15) 
From (3.14) and (3.15), 
II IJ II 00 < 1. 
This implies that 
II G’(z) II 1 G 1. 
The proof is complete. EI 
Remark 3.4. By the matrix method [4, p. 371, one can derive from this lemma that the scheme is 
stable. 
Lemma 3.5. Let f E C2[ _u, ii] and piecewise continuous f (3) exists on [ _u, ii]. Then, for smooth u in 
x (time dependency is suppressed ), 
< a( 1 u”(q)f ‘(ui) 1 + If “(u,)u’(x;)2 l)V + O(h2), 
where (Y = max(a,, ) a2 I) and (l/h)a(u;_,, ui, u;+~ ) denotes the corresponding difference ap- 
proximation, given in (2.1). 
Proof. Note that for any w, v E R, 
/ UWf;(s) ds=f,(w) -f,(v), 
where f * is the antiderivative, defined by 
f+(w) =i”r;cs) ds. 
Now, using the Taylor’s Theorem with the exact (integral) remainder (or Peano’s Theorem [3, p. 
70]), we have that, 
f+(u;) -f*(ui-1) =f;(u;)(ui- ui-1) -/#’ fz(s)(s--;-I) ds, 
“,?I 
(3.16) 
f&+1) -f*(u;) =f;(uJ(u,+* - 4 + J 
““)g(s)( u;+~ - s) ds, (3.17) 
u, 
and 
u; - ui-_l = u’(x,)h - u”(xi)h2/2 + $’ u “’ (s)(s - x;_~)’ ds, (3.18) 
X,-l 
Uit1 - ui = u’(x;)h + u”(x;)h2/2 + $‘+‘u “’ (s)(x;+~ - s)~ ds. 
X! 
(3.19) 
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If ui is not a turning point then fz(ui) is defined and it easily follows that, 
$ U’ f”(s)(s - uj_i) ds =fy(ui)( z+i)h)2 -k 0(h3), u,-1 
and 
1 u”‘f;(4c%+l - s) ds =~T(u;)( ~‘(x;)h)~ + O(h3). u, 
Thus, from the above equations (3.16)-(3.19), we get that 
(1 + 4 
2 
A-f+( u;) + (1 -2”‘) A+f+(ui) 
and 
(’ :“‘)A_j_(u;) + (132) 2 A+f+bd 
= - cY2(u”(xi)f:(u;) O(h2), (3.20b) 
where A + = (l/h)D +. Hence the desired error bound follows. The other case, namely, ui is a 
turning point, is complicated, and requires rigorous analyses. Let c be a turning point, i.e., 
f’(c) = 0. If f”(c) > 0 then we have that, 
fO-( iI.4 - 
f ‘(4, UE (c, c+q, 
0, u E (c - 6, c), 
and 
for some 6 > 0. So, 
f:‘(c+) Y/-“(C), t:‘(c-) = 0 (3.21a) 
and 
f-I’(F) =f”(& fl(c’) = 0, (3.21b) 
where f z( c’) and fy( c-) denote the right and left limits of f y at c, respectively. In the other 
case, namely, f”(c) G 0, following similar arguments, we obtain that, 
fZ(c’) = 0, f:‘(c-) = f “(C) (3.22a) 
and 
fl’(c-) = 0, f!(c+) = f “(C). (3.22b) 
Let us suppose that ui = c. We first assume that f “( ui) 2 0. We have the following different 
cases. 
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Case I: u;+~, u,-~ a u,. Now, 





For convenience, denote 
SUM = - (’ :a1) 1” f:‘(s)(s - u;_,) ds + (’ ia’) /“‘+‘f:‘(s)(u;+l -s) ds 
u,-1 u, 
_ (I+ a,> u, 
2 J u,-1 
j--I’(s)(s - u,_i) ds + (’ ia2) /“‘+‘~:(s)(ui+, - s) ds. 
u< 
Now, using (3.21) and (3.22), we get that, 
= -~If”(~;)(UI(X,)h)2/2 + O(h3). 
Case 2: ui+i, u,_i < uj. Proceeding similarly as in Case 1, we calculate that, 
SUM= -c~,f”(2+)(2/(x,)h)‘,‘2+ O(h3). 
Case 3: ui_i < ui G ui+i. Now, 
SUM = (l ,$:(u:, - (1~a+,,(u;))(u’(xi)h)~,2+O(h3) 
= -(a, + a,)f”(u;)( U+i)h)2/2 + O(h3). 
Case 4: ui+i G ui G ui_i. Here also, 
SUM = 
i 
- (1 :$;( uj+) + (’ 7,)f”( uy )j( u’(~;)h)~,2 + 0( h3) 
= -(OL1+CY2)f~yUi)(UyXi)h)2/2+O(h3). 




In the case f”( ui) < 0 also, following similar lines, we arrive at the same inequality. So, 
L.H.S. of (3.20a) + L.H.S. of (3.20b) 
= u’( x;)f ‘( u;) - u”( x;)( a,f: (u;) + a,fL(u;))h/2 + +SUM + O(h2). 
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That is, 
1L.H.S. - z+)f’( z+) 1 
< a( 1 U”(Xi)f’(Ui) I+ ~~“(ui)u’(xi)* ])h/2 + O(h2). 
Here, we have used the relation f ’ = f: + fl. 
This completes the proof. q 
Denote 
TY=Y,+(f(Y)L-dy,,+g(x, Y). 
Assume the existence of a smooth solution y(x, t) for (1.1). Then the uniqueness is obtained 
using the maximum principle. Further, because of the inequalities involving g in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1, it follows that 
TZJGO and i?i>O. 
Also, 
_u<b,, b,<C and _u<u”(x)<U forxE(O,l). 
Thus, one can prove using the maximum principle argument (for example, see [8, p. 1871) that 
_u=Gy(x, t)GE forxE [O,l], t>,O. 
Fix the time t = t” and write yy =y”(x,) =y(xi, t”) and Y” = (y;), i= 1, 2,..., IV; n > 0. 
Let ui be the polygonal function obtained by the piecewise linear interpolation of U: (i = 
1, 2,. . .) IV), the node values of the difference problem (2.2). We will prove that U: converges to 
y ” as h and At approach to zero. The precise statement is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Fix the time t = t”. Then 
1 II y”(x) - u;(x) 1 < O(ah + h* + At), 0 
where (Y = max( (or, 1 a2 I), a1 and cx2 are the weights given by (3.6). 
Proof. Since 
and 
I(Yb, t”) -y(x, t”-’ >>/At -Y,(x, t”) I < Wt>, 
+D+D_y(Xi, t) -Yxx(Xi, t) G O(h*), 
we obtain from Lemma 3.5 that, 
(Y(x,, t”) -J’(xiy t”-‘))/At+ g(xi> Y:-‘) 
+ a( yi”_l’, yr-‘, y:+-l’)/h - (y,“_l’ - 2y:-’ + y,“,l’)d/h* 
= e,?-‘, 
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where 
mpx(le;-lI) <C(ah+h2+At), n>l. 
Here, the constant C is independent of h and At. Set W” = Y” - u”. Then, 
wn = G(Y”-‘) - G(u”-‘) + At&-‘, 
where e”-’ = (e:-‘) and G is defined in (3.2). Since u’-‘, Ynel E [_u, U], by an application of 
the mean value theorem, we have 
w” = G’(z,) wn-r + Ate”-‘, 
for some z, E [_u, U]. This, combined with Lemma 3.4, implies that 
II wn II 1 G II d-l II 1 + II en-’ II ,At 
< )l wn-l (1  + AtN O(ah + h2 + At). 
This is true for all n 2 1. So, 
]I wn ]I 1 < (1 w” II 1 + t”N O(ah + h2 + At). 
Since I] w” I] 1 = 0 (no discretization error for the initial time t = 0) and t” is fixed, we have 
1) w” I( 1 < N O(ah + h2 + At). (3.23) 
Let T”(x) be the piecewise linear continuous approximation of v”(x) = y(x, t”) at the nodes 
x;,i = 0, 1,. . , , N + 1. Now 
jol I .Y”(x> - dx) I dx < J,l I y”(x) -7%4 I dx + J,ll Y’W - 44 I dx. (3.24) 
It can be easily checked (see, for example [7, p. 361) that, for x, d x < xltl, 
] y”(x) -jj’+) ] < 0(h2). 
So, 
/$“(x) -y”“(x) ] = $ JX’+‘]r”(x) -j”(x) ] dx 
i=o x, 
< (N+ 1)h 0(h2) = 0(h2). 





‘I jn(x) - U;(X) I dx = c +(/I’ (x - x;_r) dx + /++‘(x~+~ - x) dx) 
i=l x1-1 x, 
=hI(w”(Il<O(ah+h2+At), 
The last inequality follows from (3.23). Combining this with (3.24) and (3.25), we conclude the 
proof. 0 
Remark 3.5. i.e., if the centered differencing is used for the transport term, 
scheme is second-order accurate in the variable. other if the full 
upwind used, if (Y~ = 1 and CQ = - 1, then the scheme, as expected, 
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4. Numerical example 
(4.1) 
For the test run, we consider the following Burger’s equation: 
Ut-d’+(U*)‘/2+U=q(x), O<x<l, t>o, 
where 
q(x) = $tanh((l - 2x),%), 
with the boundary conditions 
40, t) = q(0) and ~(1, t) =q(l), t>O 
and the initial condition 
u(x,O)=q(l), O<x<l. 
The function q and the boundary conditions are chosen so that q is the exact solution for the 
Table 1 
Results from example (4.1) with t = 0.01 and grid size = 0.02. 
Time step allowed (according 
to the C.F.L. condition) 
# of cycles to reach 
the steady state 
Present scheme 
Full upwind scheme 
At = 0.0196 237 
At = 0.0132 314 
Table 2 
Results from example (4.1) with e = 0.01 and grid size = 0.02. 







3.9 x10 E-5 
0.26 2 x10 E-6 
0.32 2.9 xlOE-5 
0.34 5.9 x10 E-5 
0.38 8.4 x10 E-5 
0.40 3.25 x10 E-4 
0.42 2.424 x10 E-3 
0.44 9.729 x 10 E- 3 
0.46 2.7136x10 E-2 
0.48 4.7736 x 10 E - 2 
0.56 9.579 x10 E-3 
0.58 4.727 x 10 E- 3 
0.62 9.2 x10 E-4 
0.66 1.5 x10 E-4 
0.68 6 xlOE-5 
0.72 9 XlOE-6 
0.78 0.0 
1.62 x10 E-4 
1.317 xlOE-3 
2.611 x10 E-3 
9.807 x10 E-3 
1.8245x10 E-2 
3.2262 x 10 E - 2 
5.2321 x 10 E - 2 
7.3253~10 E-2 
8.3071 x 10 E - 2 
1.4786~10 E-2 
1.2678x10 E-2 
4.748 x 10 E- 3 
1.333 x10 E-3 
6.76 x10 E-4 
1.66 x10 E-4 
1.9 x10 E-5 
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corresponding steady-state problem. This is useful to compare the accuracy of the computed 
results. It is clear that U = q(0) and _u = q(1). The upwind weights and time step are computed 
according to (3.6) and (3.8), respectively. The approximate steady-state solution is given by U” if 
/u”-uy-‘/<TOL fori=l,2 ,__., N. 
For this example, TOL is taken as lo- 3. The computations are performed using UNIVAC 
1100/60 at the University of Alabama. Computational details are listed in Tables 1 and 2. For 
brevity, we report the numerical results (Table 2) only at some chosen points. 
It is clear from the tables that the present scheme performs better than the full upwind 
(one-sided) scheme. In particular, it is important to note the remarkable improvement with the 
present scheme at the grids (e.g., 0.32-0.44, etc.) near the turning point 0.5. This, in turn, gives a 
better resolution of the sharp front. If E is very small then it is known that one needs fine meshes 
(at least locally) to adequately represent the sudden changes in the solution behavior. In these 
circumstances, because of the stability restrictions inherent in the explicit methods, it is 
preferable to use implicit schemes. The main difficulty with the implicit schemes, in general, is 
solving a nonlinear system at each step. For this, one may need an efficient time stepping 
procedure. 
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